6. Epilogue and recommendations
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Epilogue
{George Pizanis}
[1-97]

NB: George Pizanis was the medium (1960-1979) that enabled
communications at the Spiritualist Society of Athens (Greece). Whilst
alive on Earth he wrote Ref [1].

Answers to queries are given based on the spiritualists’ Texts and are
not my personal arbitrary perceptions or those of my co-workers. If the
reader is not a prisoner of his egoistic character and is ruled by
rudimentary logic then he will not require further explanation.
Divine Light is not subject to the judgement of Man, who ignores even
himself, whereas human wisdom and considered scientific precision are
subject to the control of the Highest Divine Authority that rules the life
and movements of Man.
Man reincarnates one or more times on the earthly world, mainly for two
reasons. Firstly, to complete his deficiencies that is, to become better
than his previous existence by learning about the Divine Light that he
has not absorbed previously and through carrying out good deeds he
shortens the various stages of his immortal life. Secondly, Man returns
to Earth, as a cultivated entity with a mission from Divine Grace to
enlighten his fellow Man on the selection of the correct path. The latter
reincarnate to teach the destiny of their brothers.
Therefore, the correct destiny of Man is to sharpen his perception and to
accept that matter in all its forms is deceptive. Matter unduly enchains
all and induces men to sin (egoism, greed, insatiability etc, that is, the
excessive attraction of the five senses). Thus without having evil intent,
without self-control we exceed our desires and without perceiving it we
enter into the bosom of Evil, that is, we carry out wrong actions.
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The pure spiritualists know what happens to us after death. We go over
to the Invisible World without being sure whether, with spiritual
development we will enter the White State of the Lord or if we will return
to Earth for reasons that the Divine Authority has judged necessary. But
what is certain is that the soul does not die because it is eternal. Since
the soul is a Ray of Divine Energy and God is Energy that cannot be
analysed, it follows that the soul is the Small God of our entity that also
cannot be analysed. Therefore the soul is not matter, but a hidden and
an unexplored Energy of Divine Radiation.
For this reason, by examining our inner world, we do not become Gods
however we learn much more than any science is able to offer or human
wisdom is able to know. But how many have managed to introspectively
examine their unknown self?
Many men have the feeling of immortality, even though they know very
well that they are mortal (the concept of immortality is transmitted to the
entity by the soul through the subconscious). But they act without
considering that death is near them, that a stage of their life on Earth will
end. These men are not concerned about death. They are not
concerned about their brothers only about themselves.
Through
ignorance and bad enlightenment they consider life after death as a
myth. They satisfy only themselves and are indifferent if Eternity exists
or not. These men are without conscience, and will be placed amongst
the fickle spirits despite their prominent earthly education and social
position.
If Man does not accept that the extension of life from the material one to
the spiritual, does not terminate (that is, there is a metastasis
(transformation) to the Spiritual World) then he is also unable to perceive
Eternity and with all the more reason the existence of God. Man without
God has a vacuous existence. He is spiritually uneducated and is
guided by The Evil Spirit despite his non-acceptance of it. This is
because Evil commands a human nature that is twisted.
Today, faith in the Spiritual World is widespread and The World of Spirits
is considered as a reality, whereas the material world is sensational and
false. This can be proven by matter itself that dissolves and disappears
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or more correctly converts to energy. Therefore, if I am so well
cultivated spiritually, will I be able to be linked to the infinite energy of the
Universal World, from which, through my strength, I can create matter
whenever I wish? (See writings by Indian gurus).
As for the Organized Heavenly Kingdom, I have briefly given in this
book, its structure and the way in which a soul develops towards the
higher levels of its destination.
If Man had knowledge of his return to Earth then he would remember
everything and would remain stationary without progress and orientation.
God has studied with such high precision every detail of the human
entity so that we can only express infinite admiration for the Mysteries of
the Divine Creator.
We perceive everything that we recognise with our senses as being
positive (true). However we know that our senses are deceiving us so
let us search through the cultivation of our perception of Divine
Enlightenment and then we will have as positive the Truth’s precision.
With my answers I do not wish to force anyone to believe all that I am
saying. But I recommend to the prudent to search for themselves, with
the Divine Enlightenment as guide, so that they can be convinced about
the Truth and praise Anarhon.
The intellectual world that is enlightened by the dark enlightenment
wonders how God Who is full of Love, allows so many injustices to be
committed against the innocent? Why does Divine punishment not
apply directly to the harsh so that the innocent can be relieved of their
misery? Where then is the God of benevolence? I would be pleased to
answer all these queries but the Spiritual World does not allow me to do
so. Therefore it suffices for me to say, that God is full of Pure Love,
Infallible Justice and Clean Truth.
The Works of the Heavenly Kingdom are many and inexhaustible. They
refer to all branches of Knowledge that will be published periodically for
the enlightenment of mankind.
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My present work, in summary, explains in general terms the structure of
Heaven with diagrams, so that the reader can familiarise himself about
it; i.e. how it operates and how the Great Teachers and Leaders through
radiation transmit the meaning of Their words. Of course, the short and
in some ways repetitious texts have the aim that the faithful will absorb
them for the benefit of their entity thus forming even some small idea
about Heavenly Knowledge.
But the main and self contained texts explain many unknown folds of
Divine Enlightenment so that Man can perceive his precise destiny and
mission on Earth, his sacred duty and which path he ought to follow to
acquire a radiant place in the Kingdom of the Lord.
Let no one have the idea that the departed souls rest in Heaven, based
on human wish only. The souls rejoice and are calm only when they
have paid their dues in full. Otherwise, they will return to Earth, as new
entities to complete their deficiencies as far as possible, so that on their
recall to Heaven they can go through other instructive stages.
This Truth is hidden from the distorters of Knowledge because of their
personal interests in cultivating atheism and confusing the spirit.
The Spiritual World through its pure and clean Light arrives at the
appropriate instance to dissolve the dark clouds of Knowledge and to
open up the wide horizon of real wisdom.
The sun of Knowledge rises in Heaven. Man’s heart needs Divine
warmth and guidance. This way, the human ship is able to enter the
harbour of Hope and depart in total peace for the land of the Blessed.
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Recommendations
{Alkeos}
[7-84]

I did not state in my previous communications how hard I worked, with
spiritual pain, to reach the position of Teacher that the Spiritual World
says that I have justly gained.
I recommend to all, small and big (famous) to know the following:
a. Faith in GOD is the first duty of every Man. When I say Faith I do
not mean fanaticism and similar. Faith ought to be clean, pure and
understandable so it can connect you with the Spiritual World.
b. Love is to be pure towards all friends and foes. It is very important
when I say “foes”. Remember it.
c. The study of our texts should not be temporary. Apply as far as
you can what is written. I do not say, exceed the measure at the
expense of yourself.
d. Forgive every illegality and carelessness of your brethren.
Forgiveness has two aims. It is to raise you spiritually and inspires
Love in those who have been forgiven.
e. Learn to be discreet because this virtue is valued immensely in
Heaven. From Earth if you are not discreet, you will wait a very
long time to return to the world of destruction and injustice (Earth).
I bless you all.

Editor’s comment:
By discreet it means: one should be discreet by not revealing
knowledge/information that should not be revealed.
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